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Abstract
The use of hybrid clouds enables companies to cover their demands of IT resources saving
costs and gaining flexibility in the deployment of infrastructures by paying under demand
these resources. However, considering a scenario with various services to be allocated in
more than one cloud, it is necessary to find the distribution of services that minimizes the
overall operating costs. This paper researches on the resource allocation methodology to be
applied in a multi-cloud scenario based on the findings derived from the framework used for
the FINESCE project. The purpose of this work is to define a methodology to assist on the
hybrid cloud selection and configuration in the Smart Grid for both generic and
highly-constrained scenarios in terms of latency and availability. Specifically, the presented
method is aimed to determine which is the best cloud to allocate a resource by (1) optimizing
the system with the information of the network and (2) minimizing the occurrence of
collapsed or underused virtual machines. Also, to assess the performance of this method and
any alternative proposals, a general set of metrics has been defined. These metrics have been
refined taking into account the expertise of FINESCE partners in order to shape Smart Grid
clouds and reduce the complexity of computation. Finally, using the data extracted from the
FINESCE testbed, a decision tree is used to come up with the best resource allocation
scheme.
Keywords: Cloud Computing, Decision Tree, Hybrid Cloud, Resource Allocation, Smart
Grids, Virtual Machines.
1. Introduction
Cloud Computing is a resource exploitation model that typically offers on-demand
storage and computation services (and its derived applications) to third parties through a high
capacity access network. The usage of server farms can provide different services on the
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cloud (web, data storage, databases, etc.), allowing clients for a remote access to this
information or application. These servers are able to handle different requests from anywhere
at any time, featuring high mobility and scalability depending on the deployment model.
There are three different cloud deployment models [1]. First, the public cloud is a model
in which resources for different companies are provided over a shared infrastructure. The
objective is to amortize the global infrastructure cost with multiple clients. These resources
can be accessed through data connections creating resilient platforms that can increase and
decrease depending on the needs of the moment, paying only for the used resources on the
selected cloud [2]. The main advantage is its flexibility, allowing on demand load peaks
assimilation. The commercial public clouds are widely used platforms nowadays, providing
their own services and platforms to deploy services above.
Another model is the private cloud, where the deployed platform is only exploitable by
the company that has deployed it, having exclusive access to the resources. This platform is
sized for an expected demand [3]. These solutions generate a feeling of greater safety for
users in this type of deployment because of the use of technologies related to their own
company and the lack of shared resources. However, the deployment may be out of reach for
many companies because, despite its greater customization capabilities, it requires stronger
economic investments at the beginning and during its operation. The update that the owner
must take to avoid obsolescence is also high. This does not happen with the public cloud,
where such costs are carried by the cloud provider [4].
In recent years, the use of cloud computing by enterprises has increased and
organizations are deciding to adopt hybrid cloud architectures, looking for a mix of the
advantages of private and public clouds [5]. This model combines resources of both.
Companies can use its own infrastructure (private cloud), which is insufficient to successfully
handle peaks workloads, and solve these peaks using the resources of an external provider
(public cloud). The economic savings that offer public cloud services are higher than those of
private clouds, although the level of privacy is lower [6]. Therefore, an organization can
optimize its efficiency using public cloud services for not critical or lower sensitive data
transactions, and use only the private cloud in those cases where it is necessary [7]. The main
problem of this hybrid option is its complexity. It requires interconnect and integrate its own
infrastructure with another one managed by a different institution. Therefore, hybrid clouds
generally demand higher levels of management and administration [8], requiring a
decision-maker system – an orchestrator of resources – for its allocation automation. In
addition, since the different resources are allocated in different datacenters and are managed
by different organizations, it is important to ensure the visibility of the whole through a single
administration tool or dashboard [9].
Although there are many case studies for hybrid cloud computing, this study will refer to
the case raised in the FINESCE (Future INtErnet Smart Utility ServiCEs) [10] project funded
by European Union. The FINESCE project is the smart energy use case project of the second
phase of Future Internet Public Private Partnership Programme (FI-PPP) [11] within FP7. It
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was in charge of testing FIWARE [12] software architecture in the smart energy field. It was
carried by a consortium that included leading energy and ICT operators, manufacturers and
service providers as well as research organizations and SMEs from all over Europe. The
project builds on and extended the results of FI-PPP FINSENY project to realize real-time
smart energy services, organizing and running different field trials in 7 European countries.
One of the objectives of this project proposed a private cloud to store recent gathered
data generated in a Smart Grid environment (smart meter data, electric vehicle charging
stations, etc.), but there is not always enough storage capacity to keep all the historical data.
Then, a public cloud is used to respond less restrictive queries or to handle peak demands,
using an outsourcing burst. In the case of outsourcing burst, there is only an additional
expense on demand when the private cloud cannot provide all the services, being the
necessary additional resources provided by the public cloud [13].
Concretely, Software Define Utility trial (SDU) specifies data gathering from utility and
data replication between nodes located in two different environments, in public and private
clouds, creating a hybrid cloud. These nodes have the ability to replicate information through
them and aim to store information in several allocations to have access from anywhere,
regarding the cyber-security aspects, and allowing the users with the corresponding
permissions to access the system.
However, the crucial factor for economic savings in IT by using a hybrid cloud is the
optimal allocation of resources. If we imagine a scenario with different services to be
allocated in more than one cloud, the distribution of these services is not trivial. Besides, a
high time response is a detriment of the Quality of Service (QoS) offered by the cloud [14].
The fact of choosing a particular location without a defined strategy may entail not the best
choice for a resource distribution to fulfill the defined requirements or can represent a cost
much higher than the optimum cost [15]. It is necessary to design a set of rules that mark
preferences, priorities and limits of cost, time, etc. in order to obtain the best possible location
for services or data in a particular scenario [16]. The first step in this process is to analyze the
different objective metrics that help to characterize a cloud.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 extends the explanation of the
context in which the Hybrid Cloud for Smart Grids has been deployed and tested. In Section
3, this paper classifies hybrid cloud metrics in four categories and qualitatively evaluates
these metrics depending on its importance for different actions that can be carried out in a
cloud. In Section 4, it is determined which are the metrics that provide more relevant
information about the proposed scenario of Hybrid Cloud for Smart Grids. This stage
analyzes the metrics that are needed at the time to decide where data should be replicated or
new resources launched. Moreover, it is defined how each metric is measured and its unit
measures. Section 5 explains how to measure these metrics and how the data can be extracted
from the testbed. Section 6 shows the results obtained from the gathered data and the
generation process of the decision tree algorithm for resource allocation. Finally, Section 7
brings the results and conclusions of the paper to get an overview of the process.
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2. Hybrid Cloud for Smart Grid deployment scenario
Relying on the data network infrastructure of the utility, the FINESCE Software Define
Utility Trial [9][17] interconnects different FIDEVs (FInesce DEVices) placed at different
ESB facilities in Ireland (Electricity Supply Board is Ireland's premier electricity utility [18])
and La Salle R&D Lab in Barcelona, emulating the interconnection of spread locations (i.e.
interconnecting separated secondary electrical substation). FIDEV is a platform built on
commodity hardware, in which different software subsystems provide several
communications and data concentrator functionalities. Among these new functionalities, a
distributed storage system can be build over different interconnected FIDEVs, acting as a
distributed data center. FIDEVs also provide seamless interaction between this
FIDEVs-based private distributed storage system and the FIWARE Lab Cloud. In this sense,
the system consists of a FIDEVs set (physical or virtualized) that will constitute a private
cloud, plus public cloud storage capabilities by means of FIWARE Lab. Data can reside in
any of the two clouds and be moved from one to another according to the decision of their
owners.

Figure 1. FINESCE Software Defined Utility trial scenario
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In order to test this proof-of-concept scenario, data gathered from communications network
monitoring system and electric vehicle charging points is collected and then injected into the
Hybrid Cloud data storage system. It is proposed to be one of the main components in which
a Software Define Utility system could rely on, providing a flexible data management system
that will allow to maintain utility generated data locally replicated and also in the cloud
(through FIWARE Lab), when needed (see Figure 1).
3. Cloud metrics
Several studies are focused specifically in how to classify metrics of a cloud
[19][20][21][22] and computing a cloud service [23], with the objective of characterizing the
cloud and extracting a unique value to determine the adequate behavior of the cloud.
As a first contribution, this paper presents a table (Table 1) with data obtained from the
work carried out in the FINESCE project. In the vertical axis, this table provides a set of
metrics classified in different categories: Computation, Storage and Network. The
Miscellanea category is added to complement this classification, including economic,
elasticity, scalability or security aspects. So, the importance of several metrics on a cloud is
qualitatively defined depending on which action is being carried out, with a weight of 1 (low
importance), 2 (medium importance) or 3 (high importance). It is important to emphasize that
the assigned colors, red (1), yellow (2) or green (3), were defined through a process of cross
opinion between different stakeholders involved in the project. The boxes in blue were
subsequently modified in a second iteration, analyzing the contributions and opinions from
other partners and cloud service providers.
The horizontal axis defines a set of processes and operations that are performed in a
cloud, in order to characterize the behavior of the cloud. Depending on the type of services
mostly used, and therefore the type of cloud demanded by the user, this table can determine
which metrics should be selected if we want to evaluate and grade the available clouds where
the user can allocate resources. If we want to use it in a more fine-grained view, we can apply
it to select which metrics should be taken into account to evaluate in which cloud to allocate a
resource before doing one of the specific operations defined in Table 1.
After reviewing several similar studies [24], it was found that there is a tendency to
follow a specific strategy to deploy services in the most suitable cloud. This strategy is based
on using metrics to evaluate the location of services in one cloud or another. Some studies
[25][26] stand on the premise that the placement of resources will always be cheaper in the
private cloud than in public clouds. This is because it is supposed to have available resources
in the private cloud (the investment to deploy the infrastructure has already been performed
previously). Thereby, the proposal is to place all the services in the private cloud, which shall
not assume any additional cost unless the operation itself, relying on a threshold value.
Beyond this threshold, the resources should be placed in the public cloud due to peak loads
and their associated cost on demand. To set this threshold, the use of metrics that help to mark
the boundary of the private cloud usage is necessary.
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4. Metric Selection
The usage and analysis of a single metric can help to see how the hybrid architecture
behaves. The next step is taking into account more than one metric to design an optimal
resource allocation. Considering the set of metrics presented in Table 1, a subset of them has
been done based on the metrics that can provide relevant information about the features,
performance or activity of a cloud in the Smart Grid field. It reduces the complexity of
decision computation and discards some metrics that the partners considered less relevant in
the scenario presented. These metrics can characterize the cloud behavior and provide
information that can lead to decide in which cloud a resource should be allocated. This subset
was composed by the following eleven metrics:
4.1. Workload
Workload is the increase of work that is generated when it is added a new virtual
machine in a cloud. This metric determines which the cloud with better productivity is. It
indicates the cloud that can manage more tasks without decrease its performance.
To measure the Workload [27] it has been found the following concepts and measure
units:
•

Memory utilization (MB, GB)

•

CPU utilization (GHz)

•

Disk Space utilization (MB, GB)

•

SWAP utilization (MB, GB)

Using these four concepts, it is obtained enough information to know the status and
activity of the virtual machine.
4.2. Hardware Reliability
Hardware Reliability indicates how much reliable is the server hardware of the data
centers that provide the cloud service. This metric determines which cloud has the most
secure hardware. It must be chosen the cloud with a better hardware reliability to store the
most demanded information, that information that requires access many times and at any time,
and especially the information that can create a critical situation if missing.
To measure the Hardware Reliability [28] two concepts are evaluated:
•

Mean Time to Fail (MTTF) is the elapsed time since the beginning until a failure that
is not repairable is produced. Usually represented in hours (h) and minutes (m).

•

Mean Time between Failures (MTBF) is the elapsed time between two consecutive
repairable failures. Usually represented in hours (h) and minutes (m).

4.3. Average Weighted Response Time (AWRT)
Average Weighted Response Time (AWRT) is the response time of the cloud, the elapsed
13
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time since the user does a request until the user receives the response. This metric points out
the most suitable cloud for specific tasks. AWRT depends on two concepts:
•

The Average Request Time (ART) of a task will be calculated counting the average
time of all the tasks with similar characteristics. Measured in milliseconds (ms).

•

The Number of Instances Running is used to give a weight to request time.

The AWRT is the multiplication of these two parameters, which has no units. A list of
ranges must be established to consider a good response time or not, according the AWRT
value.
4.4. Average Time to Deploy an Application (ATDA)
Average Time to Deploy an Application (ATDA) is the average time invested in
deployment of certain application. This measure determines which cloud can deploy a new
application faster to avoid lose time.
It is only required to calculate the needed time to deploy an application. The average is
calculated with the sum of all the deployment times, divided between the total of the number
of deployments.
4.5. Data Throughput
Data Throughput is the amount of data per second transmitted through all the interfaces of
a virtual machine. This metric determinates which cloud is able to send more data through the
network. It can be used to select the fastest cloud to do specific tasks, for example, tasks that
have to be done urgently or tasks that a high amount of data is required to transfer.
Data Throughput can be calculated with two variables related with the transfer bit/Byte
speed.
•

TCP/UDP/IP Transfer bit/Byte Speed (bps, Mbps, Gbps, MB/s, GB/s, TB/s).

•

MPI Transfer bit/Byte Speed (bps, MB/s, GB/s).

Transfer bit is based in the communication evaluation metrics, meaning the speed of data
transmitted.
4.6. Latency
Latency, or Transfer Delay, is the time between the information is sent by the source and
it is received by the destination. This metric has to be considered depending on the type of
services is necessary to be deployed as, for example, live stream server.
Latency can be calculated with two variables related with the transfer delay.
•

TCP/UDP/IP Transfer Delay (s, ms).

•

MPI Transfer Delay (s, μs).

Transfer Delay is related with the communication evaluation metrics. One way to
14
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calculate an approximation of the Transfer Delay is dividing the Round Trip Time (RTT)
between two (considering the same delay in both ways). RTT is the elapsed time that a packet
takes to arrive to the receiver, plus the elapsed time that it takes to come back to the sender.
4.7. Jitter
Jitter indicates the latency difference between different packets sent to the same receiver.
This metric determines if the delay between packages is stable or the delay changes,
indicating if there is a problem in the network.
Jitter can be evaluated calculating the Mean Packet to Packet Delay Variation (MPPDV):
MPPDV = average (abs (delay (i ) − delay (i − 1))

(1)

This formula calculates the variation of the latency of each packet, and is usually
represented in milliseconds (ms). For this reason, to calculate jitter, it is necessary to measure
the latency of each packet first.
4.8. Network Reliability
Network Reliability measures the amount of lost data. This metric determines which
cloud is more reliable; the cloud that has many packets losses reduces its efficiency due to the
necessity of sending the packets lost.
The Network Reliability can be calculated by the evaluation of the Connection Error
Rate (%), taking into account those packets that have been lost, in relation to the total of
transactions sent in a connection with the cloud.
4.9. Spot Price Dynamics
It is the price of the launched instances against the cloud. It measures the price per
instance every certain time unit (for example, every hour or day). Using this metric, it can be
chosen the instances available for a determinate user depending on the price he is willing to
pay. This metric determines the virtual machine that can be afforded basing on its cost.
The standard to measure the price of each instance is €/h or $/h, and this price is
determined for the cloud service provider.
4.10.

Total-Cost-of-Ownership (TCO)

Total-Cost-of-Ownership (TCO) determines the direct and indirect costs of a datacenter.
It is the sum of all the costs of the system (infrastructures, power, server, network, and
maintenance costs). With this metric can be decided if it is necessary to pay more to increase
their system or not.
TCO [29] is the total cost of a whole system, is the sum of each cost ($):
TCO = Cinsfrastructure + C power + Cserver + Cnetwork + Cma int enance (2)
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It is required to know first the value of the costs to be able to calculate the TCO. With
this value, we can divide the resulting economic cost between the total of instances running in
that datacenter to obtain the total cost per instance.
4.11.

Security

Security indicates how safe is a system in front of cyber attacks through the analysis of
the mechanisms used to ensure safety. It determinates if the system is vulnerable or not.
To calculate this security metric, it is necessary to determine a security plan and its
application. First, this security plan defines the different vulnerabilities and attacks that may
occur in the system [30][31]. After listing vulnerabilities and attacks, it is necessary to weigh
up it based on its criticality. Finally, the audition of the cloud grades the security of a cloud.
An extensive explanation of the methodology to calculate this metric was considered out of
the scope of this paper.
5. Metrics extraction
The next step is to take into account the abovementioned metrics for optimal resource
allocation. It is necessary to define a threshold but the allocation of resources in a cloud or
another is not trivial, especially if we are not using a single metric, but tackling a
multi-criteria decision problem. In order to define a method that considers the different
metrics, this paper proposes a decision tree. It can handle separately the different metrics,
weighting and assigning them to higher or lower leaves depending on the relevance of the
metric.
5.1. Parameters
Although the subset of metrics selected and presented in previous section, some of them
required a greater level of delimitation. For example, the level of workload can be defined by
many different aspects or measure units. Therefore, the different parameters that can be
measurable and are related to the selected metrics were defined. These parameters are the
ones that will be finally used to define a decision tree that allocates a specific resource in a
cloud or another.
The chosen parameters for this calculation are related with the workload and performance
of the virtual machines:
•

Used Memory: Amount of main memory used for all the system processes in the
moment of measure.

•

Total Memory: Total memory of the virtual machine.

•

Used Swap: Amount of memory swap used for all the system processes in the moment
of measure.

•

Total Swap: Amount of memory swap available in the virtual machine.

•

Used Disk Space: Amount of space in disk used in the moment of measure.
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•

Total Disk Space: Total space of the virtual machine.

•

Processor: Number of processors that the virtual machine has.

•

CpuMHz: Speed of the system processors.

•

Load Average: Load Average in the moment of measure, in %.

•

CPU: Used CPU in the moment of measure.

•

Number Processes: Number of processes working in the moment of measure.

•

Connected Users: Number of users connected to the system in the moment of
measure.

•

RX/TX Bytes: Total number of bytes received/transmitted through all the physical
interfaces of the virtual machine.

•

RX/TX Packets: Total number of packets received/transmitted through all the physical
interfaces of the virtual machine.

•

RX/TX Errors: Total number of reception/transmission errors detected.

•

RX/TX Drop: Total number of packets discarded at reception/transmission.

•

RX/TX FIFO: Total number of FIFO’s error at reception/transmission.

•

RX/TX Frame: Total number of framing errors at reception/transmission.

•

RX/TX Multicast: Total number of multicast frames received/transmitted.

The testbed scenario proposed in FINESCE project was a stable lab test, meaning that it
does not have problems with the response time. Hence, in this specific case, it was decided
not to use the metrics related with the response time: Average Weighted Response Time,
Average Time to Deploy an Application, Latency, and Jitter because of the fact that there is
not a high critical demand of new nodes deployment as it could be in other environments (e.g
Cloud Providers). In addition, Security was not taken into account in the computation of
cloud decision.
The partners agreed that the selected metrics are the most suitable for the project after the
analysis of all of them, because of the feasibility to monitor and extract them at real-time or
near real-time level in each of the virtual machines and the cloud as a whole. The next step
was getting real data provided by the FINESCE scenario to generate the decision tree for
cloud decision service location.
5.2. Getting real data
Before measuring data, it was needed to generate activity in the testbed scenario. In order
to create this activity, three scripts were run in the six virtual machines that compose the
scenario. The goal of these scripts is to maintain the scenario active, very close to the collapse,
emulating a high activity environment. These scripts were executed in loop, creating random
17
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binary files, sending them to other machines in the network and after sending them, deleting
the files. They are designed to be simple, but perform tasks that mean a high load of
computation and network transactions in order to stress the system. The intention is to
emulate critical conditions where a high amount of data is generated by the Smart Grid,
stored in the nodes in different substations and it is replicated among them.
In addition to that, a program that collects the subset of selected parameters from each
virtual machine was needed. To get this information, we used a script containing the
commands to measure the selected metrics, and crontab [32] command to call this script
every minute and save the information in a .csv file.
To sum up the testing process, once we executed the load generation scripts and the six
virtual machines are working and sending random files between them, we also activated the
crontab command in each machine executing the parameter measurement script periodically,
and generating the .csv file. Table 2 shows the status of virtual machine metrics in a particular
instant of time after monitoring these metrics during one week.
Table 2. Metrics sample obtained from a virtual machine.
Hour

Min

Sec

Used Mem

Total Mem

Used Swap

Total Swap

Used Disk

Total Disk

Processor

18

37

1

401

489MB

0

507MB

4691752

15596512

2

cpuMHz

Load Average

CPU

Num Processes

Connected Users

RXbytes

RXpackets

RXerrs

RXdrop

4.018.211

0,67

131

1

77

229247755

261735

0

1042

RXfifo

RXframe

0

0

RXCompressed

RXmulticast

TXbytes

TXpackets

TXerrs

TXdrop

TXfifo

145

1510565165

228891

0

0

0

0

TXframe

TXCompressed

TXMulticast

0

0

0

If you look at Table 2 more closely, you will notice some relevant information about the
virtual machine. For example, the 82% of the memory is used and the load average is around
67%. Moreover, you can check that there are no errors in transmission or reception. Finally, it
is shown that there are 77 users connected to that FIDEV.
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6. Results obtained and decision tree generation
The different generated .csv files were gathered and combined and formatted in a single
arff file that can be processed by Weka [33] tool generating summarized statistics of the
collected information. For example, Figure 2 shows the statistics of the used total swap
memory of each virtual machine. Some analysis could be made from this simple capture. On
the one hand, all the machines have the same number of swap memory (507MB), but some
nodes (e.g. PROXY1/ FIDEV1 and PROXY2/FIDEV2) barely use their swap memory (less
than 9MB). On the other hand, some storage-dedicated ones, only with storage functionalities,
such as STORAGE2 and STORAGE3, used at least 100MB of their swap memory. It is
concluded that the used memory in Storage nodes is greater (+10/15%) than the memory used
in FIDEV nodes, showing the role of each type of node and how the memory is used by them.

Figure 2. Swap Memory statistics gathered from the virtual machines of the scenario
Weka tool is also able to process all this collected data and generate a decision tree.
Among the different options that it offers to generate it, C4.5 algorithm [34] was selected. It
was preferred because it can withstand empty attributes and accepts discrete and continuous
attributes, getting trees with a coherent size, and pruning the repetitive or pointless forks of
the tree. In this way, based on the information collected, it automatically suggested discarding
some metrics with less influence in the generation of the final decision tree. The six metrics
taken into account by Weka were: Used Swap Memory, TX Bytes, Connected Users, RX Bytes,
Used CPU, and Used Disk Space. These metrics provide the performance of each virtual
machine and the information required to understand the scenario as well.
In Figure 3, it is shown the graphic generated by the Weka tool. It has established the
threshold values for each metric that determines which is the most suitable cloud.
19
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usedswap
‘< = 130’

‘> 130’

txbytes
‘<= 356745076’

connectedusers
‘> 356745076’

cpu

‘<= 102’

usedswap

‘<= 35’

‘> 102’

FIDEV2
(14933.0)

FIDEV1
(15418.0)

usedswap
‘<= 3’

STORAGE2
(14032.0/1.0)

‘<= 69’

STORAGE1
(14690.0)

‘<= 132’ > 132’

connectedusers

STORAGE2
(872.0)

STORAGE2
(301.0)

‘> 69’

FIDEV2
(482.0)

usedswap
‘<= 136’

STORAGE3
(34.0)

STORAGE2
(200.0)

‘> 11371765571’
connectedusers
‘<= 82’

usedswap
‘<= 135’
STORAGE3
(25.0)

‘> 136’
STORAGE3
(12524.0)

rxbytes

‘<= 11371765571’

‘> 3909100’

STORAGE1
(725.0)

usedswap

‘<= 136’ > 136’

‘> 35’
FIDEV3
(15416.0)

‘> 73’

usedswap

‘> 3’

useddiskspace
‘<= 3909100’

‘<= 73’

‘> 82’
STORAGE3
(2832.0)

‘> 135’
STORAGE2
(11.0)

Figure 3. Decision tree generated for cloud and virtual machine selection in FINESCE testbed
Additionally, we can map the different thresholds to the different virtual machines,
showing the different rules to be applied in order to the location of the resource in a virtual
machine or another (Table 3).
Table 3. Values thresholds and ranges of the different metrics for resource allocation decision
Metrics
Virtual Machines

FIDEV 1

Used Swap

TXBytes

CPU

Used Disk

Connected Users

RXBytes

35 > x

x > 356.745.075

-

-

-

-

130 > x

356.745.077 > x

102 > x

-

-

-

3>x

356.745.077 > x

x > 102

x > 3,909,788

-

-

130 > x > 35

x > 356.745.075

-

-

-

-

130 > x > 3

356.745.077 > x

x > 102

3>x

356.745.077 > x

x > 102

FIDEV 2

FIDEV 3

STORAGE 1

20
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Metrics
Virtual Machines
Used Swap

TXBytes

CPU

Used Disk

Connected Users

RXBytes

136 > x > 130

73 > x

x > 136

69 > x

132 > x > 130

x > 73

136 > x > 132

x > 73

x > 136

73 > x > 69

x > 136

x > 73

136 > x > 132

x > 82

x < 11.371.765.571

135 > x > 132

82 > x

x < 11.371.765.571

STORAGE 2

11.371.765.571 > x

STORAGE 3

With the decision tree and other statistics processed through Weka, the scenario is better
understood and it is possible to optimize resources. Capturing the instant values of these
parameters, the load that an operation will generate is approached. Therefore, applying the
rules specified in Table 3, the virtual machine more suitable in a specific moment is selected.
7. Conclusions
This paper presents several contributions beyond the current state of the art. After
summarizing the vantages and disadvantages of public, private and hybrid clouds, it presents
the specific case of the Smart Grid, in which a cloud can provide an infrastructure to store
data generated from different elements of the grid. The proposal of a hybrid cloud solution
provides flexibility to use its private side for more sensitive data, with the possibility to move
historical data to nodes in other clouds. Moreover, we present a more versatile approach for
the private cloud, built by a set of distributed nodes or replicating that are spread in different
locations from the utility (e.g. secondary substations). The access to this information must be
carefully controlled with permissions, while the security to data migrated to other clouds
could be much more relaxed.
The complexity of this solution is on the optimal resources allocation among the different
clouds and nodes. It requires an orchestrator which decides the best location for services or
data. This decision has to be based on a set of rules (preferences, priorities, costs, etc.)
depending on the characteristics of the cloud.
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This paper presented a characterization of the cloud based in a set of metrics, which give
information about its behavior. Regarding to the result of the measurement of these metrics,
the set of rules could be different. Therefore, a table that classifies and qualitatively evaluates
multiple metrics is presented. It was build through the experience and expertise obtained from
different FINESCE partners. Contrasted among different research groups, utilities and cloud
providers, it allows cloud operators to characterize and evaluate a cloud performance. It can
give guidelines about which metrics should be used and which strategy to follow for resource
allocation, depending on the cloud operation, type of service or application required. This
table helps to decide which metrics are the optimal metrics to evaluate a cloud, considering
the services used in the cloud or demanded by a user.
After that, this paper also proposed a subset of metrics that were selected for the
FINESCE project specific testbed, according the relevant information that can be gathered in
the designed Smart Grid scenario (emulating a Smart Grid at electricity distribution level). An
explanation and an analysis of each selected metric are also presented, including the
measurement units for each one. For the final scenario, the metrics measured are mostly
related to workload and performance of virtual machines.
To emulate an environment with high activity, it was necessary to generate this activity
on the scenario. Three specific scripts were executed in loop to achieve this objective. With
this activity generated, data was extracted from each machine of the scenario measuring the
selected metrics. For the characterization of the testbed, Weka tool became a good option to
generate and visually review statistics. It also allowed building a decision tree in order to
select in which node a resource should be allocated. It is also proposed to apply C4.5
algorithm due to its characteristics (e.g. accepting empty, discrete and continuous attributes)
using all the data gathered in the FINESCE specific testbed. Before applying for a specific
operation in the cloud, it allows to decide which the most suitable cloud to allocate the
resources. Although the decision tree and the associated allocation decision rules presented in
the paper are valid for the FINESCE testbed scenario proposed, the general methodology can
be applied for other scenarios, gathering previously a large and consistent amount of data,
and recreating the decision tree and the table of rules. The paper can guide the own authors or
other researchers in the future for facilitating and speeding up the design of other Hybrid
Cloud resource allocation recommendation systems, using the experience and the results
presented, and taking profit of the analyzed metrics, the ones finally selected, and the
proposed methodology.
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